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The resear h of magneti properties of transition metal borates FeBO3 ,
VBO3 , CrBO3 was arried out. New experimental data on erning magneti stru ture of CrBO3 is obtained. The ex hange and anisotropy eld
values are determined.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 72.20.Ee, 72.20.My, 72.80.Ga
1. Introdu tion

The transition metal borates with
ily of isostu tural magneti
The basi

3 present a famd ions A = Fe, V, Cr, Ti.
Æ
ordering is hold to be 90

hemi al formula ABO

materials

ontaining 3

me hanism responsible for the magneti

3

indire t ex hange. ABO

rystallizes in a

two formula units per unit
in 1963 [1℄. Studies of single
romagneti

with

ell. FeBO

3

rystal FeBO

TN  348K [2℄.

al ite stru ture, whi h

3

have shown that it is weak fer-

Although the literature on FeBO

extensive, little is known about other representatives of this oxide
isotypi

ontains

was rst prepared by Bernal et al.,

3

transition metal borates CrBO , VBO

by S hmid in 1964 [3℄. Examination of the

3

3

is quite

lass. The

3 were obtained
3 and CrBO3 has

and TiBO

ompounds VBO

T  32 K [4℄. Chromium
3+
borate is antiferromagneti material
for Cr
ion), TN  15 K [4℄.
Earlier we reported about properties of solid solutions Vx Fe1 x BO3 [5, 6℄.
Magneti properties FeBO3 , VBO3 and CrBO3 are presented in this
3 is ferromagneti

revealed that VBO

paper. All

material with

3
(3d

rystals were obtained by spontaneous

rystallization method [5℄.

Magnetization measurements were made from 4.2 to 350 K in the eld up to
75 kOe.
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2. Results and dis ussion

It is known that FeBO
the Fe

3+ spins are

3

is a

anted antiferromagneti

anted slightly from

material in whi h

ollinear antiparallel alignment. The

anting results in a small net moment perpendi ular to the threefold
with a

-axis

Æ
ant angle of about 0:92 , giving rise to a net magnetization of 4 emu/g

at 4.2 K. The anisotropy and the in-plane anisotropy eld is below than 1 Oe,
whereas the hard axis anisotropy eld is around 3260 Oe. The ex hange and
Dzialoshinski elds are around 3280 kOe and 101.1 kOe a
The eld dependen ies of magnetization of VBO
tions of external magneti
to the

3

ordingly.

at the dierent dire -

eld, parallel ( urve 1) and perpendi ular ( urve 2)

rystal surfa e, at the 4.2 K are represented in Fig. 1. The dire tion of

external magneti

eld in the plane is arbitrary as preliminary study showed

that in-plane anisotropy is negligibly small. Magnetization behaviour of single

rystal VBO

3 is typi

al for ferromagnet with easy plane anisotropy. The

Fig. 1. Magnetization urves at 4.2 K for VBO3 .
threefold

-axis is hard dire tion and saturation takes pla e about 65 kOe.

The ex hange eld

3

Hex

3

in VBO

is 782 kOe, one order less than one in

FeBO . In Fig. 2 we show the temperature dependen e of rst

onstant of

3 in ompare with theoreti al urve, given by
K1 = K10 (M (T )=Ms )3 , where K10 is K1 value at
4.2 K, M (T ) is magnetization of VBO3 in eld of 20 kOe, Ms is saturation
magnetization. Apparently there is a good agreement. The K10 magnitude
7
3
is 1:2  10 erg/ m and anisotropy eld Ha is 62.5 kOe. It should be noted
single-axis anisotropy of VBO

following expression [7℄:

that this value is the greatest among iso-stru tural

ompounds. The ground

Magneti
state of

V 3+ ion is F

from spinorbital

759
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state. It is possible that su h large quantity

Ha results
3
3

oupling whi h plays an important role in VBO . CrBO

is another representative of family of rhombohedral antiferromagneti

ma-

terials.

Fig. 2. Experimental and theoreti al temperature dependen ies of rst onstant of
single-axis anisotropy VBO3 .
In Fig. 3 we give the magnetization
re tion 1

3 at 7.6 K. The di-

urves of the CrBO

orresponds to eld applied along two-fold axis in plane, 2  along

perpendi ular to plate side, 3  along three-fold axis. The

urve number 3

is linear. Apparently, the magnetization pro ess is due to rotation of sublatti e magnetization ve tors. The plot indi ates that the
a

ompanied by hysteresis and noise in the range 50 kOe

when the magneti
stability is

eld is applied in plane.

aused by

external magneti

urves 1 and 2 are

<H <

79 kOe

It is possible that su h in-

ompetition of ex hange, anisotropi

intera tions and

eld. The dieren e between the magneti

sus eptibility

out of plane and in plane in eld less than 50 kOe is 20%. It turned out,
that in the range

H > 70 kOe sus eptibility  is nearly equal for all dire  10 3 . Ex hange eld for CrBO3 is about 383 kOe.

tions and its value is 2
So antiferromagneti

3

one in FeBO .

The existen e of spinop transition in hexagonal plane

indi ate that CrBO

3

VBO

ex hange intera tion CrOCr is one order less than

3

and FeBO .

3 has

onsiderable in plane anisotropy in

ompare with

The obtained experimental results for CrBO

ontradi tion with assumption presented in [4℄ that this
sublatti e antiferromagneti

3

are in

ompound is a two-

with the sublatti e moments along

-axis.

follows from our data that ve tor of antiferromagnetism lies in basi

It

plane.
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In the rhombohedral

rystals the magneti

moments are usually situated

along symmetry axes. It is strange that in CrBO
dire tions. Probably the magneti

3

stru ture of this

these axes are not easy
rystal is more

omplex

and detailed study by neutron dira tion and other investigation methods
are ne essary.

Fig. 3. Magnetization urves at 7.6 K for CrBO3 .
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